EVENT: Current issues in Contemporary Jewry - American Jews and Israel

Discussion published by Eli Lederhendler on Tuesday, March 1, 2022

The Avraham Harman Research Institute of Contemporary Jewry, at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem invites you to attend a zoom seminar in our series, Current issues in Contemporary Jewry, to consider some of the basic questions during these critical times:

March 14, 2022: “Common Ties and Separations: American Jews and Israel”

Participants:

Prof. Ruth Wisse, Harvard University
Prof. Dov Waxman, UCLA
Prof. Jonathan Dekel-Chen, Hebrew University
Dr. Sara Yael Hirschhorn, Visiting Assistant Prof., Northwestern University

Chair: Prof. Eli Lederhendler, Hebrew University

20:00-21:15 IST
13:00-14:15 EST
10:00-11:15 am PST

Join URL: https://huji.zoom.us/j/88646828271?pwd=OUUvN2laQW9sK1JQOWlttaVgxUU05dz09